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Muon anomalous magnetic moment: A harbinger for ‘‘new physics’’
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Standard model loop contributions to the muon anomalous magnetic moment,am[(gm22)/2, and their
theoretical uncertainties are scrutinized. The status and implications of the recently reported 2.6 sigma experi-
ment versus theory deviationam

expt2am
SM5426(165)310211 are discussed. Possible explanations due to super-

symmetric loop effects withmSUSY.5528
116Atanb GeV, radiative mass mechanisms at the 1–2 TeV scale and

other ‘‘new physics’’ scenarios are examined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Leptonic anomalous magnetic momentsal[(gl22)/2
have traditionally been used for precision tests of the s
dard model~SM! and stringent constraints on potential ‘‘ne
physics’’ effects@1#. Indeed, agreement between measu
ments of ae

expt and Schwinger’s one-loop calculationae

5a/2p provided beautiful early confirmation of quantu
electrodynamics~QED!. Currently,ae

expt is used in conjunc-
tion with a four-loop QED calculation to obtain the mo
precise determination ofa, the fine structure constant@2#:

a21~ae!5137.035 999 58~52!. ~1!

The muon’s anomalous magnetic moment,am , is not nearly
as good asae at testing QED, but is much better suited
constrain or unveil ‘‘new physics’’ effects. Such effects a
generally proportional toml

2/L2 where L is the scale of
‘‘new physics.’’ The mm

2 /me
2.43 000 relative enhancemen

for the muon more than compensates for the factor of
current experimental precision advantage ofae over am .
Furthermore, testing theae

SM prediction is currently limited
by lack of a correspondingly precise independent determ
tion of a.

Recently, a new measurement ofam1 based on 1999 dat
was announced by the E821 Collaboration at Brookha
@3#:

am1
expt

5116 592 020~160!310211 ~BNL99!. ~2!

When averaged with the previous world average based
earlier CERN and BNL data,

am
expt5116 592 050~460!310211 ~CERN771 BNL98!,

~3!

one obtains a new world average
0556-2821/2001/64~1!/013014~10!/$20.00 64 0130
n-

-

0

a-

n

n

am
expt~average!5116 592 023~151!

310211 ~CERN771 BNL98 and 99!.

~4!

Existing data from the 2000 run of E821 are expected
further reduce the error inam1 in Eq. ~2! by more than an-
other factor of 2. Currently, the experiment is taking da
with m2 with the expectation of eventually obtaining simila
precision foram2. If CPT is assumed,am15am2, the col-
lective data should yield an uncertainty close to the propo
experimental goal of640310211 for am .

Already, the current precision in Eq.~4! is very effective
in probing for ‘‘new physics.’’ Indeed, as we later demo
strate, a deviation from standard model theory at that leve
sensitivity can quite naturally occur and easily be interpre
as the appearance of supersymmetry at 100–450 GeV
other even higher scale phenomena, exciting prospects
course, before making such an interpretation, one must h
a reliable theoretical prediction foram

SM with which to com-
pare, an issue that we address in the next section.

II. STANDARD MODEL PREDICTION FOR aµ

A. QED effects

The QED contribution toam has been computed~or esti-
mated! through 5 loops@4,5#:

am
QED5

a

2p
10.765 857 376~27!S a

p D 2

124.050 508 98~44!

3S a

p D 3

1126.07~41!S a

p D 4

1930~170!S a

p D 5

. ~5!

Growing coefficients in thea/p expansion reflect the pres
ence of large ln(mm /me).5.3 terms coming from electron
loops and the anomalously large coefficient of the light-b
light electron loop@6–8# which contributes about 21 of th
24 in the (a/p)3 coefficient. Employing the value ofa from
ae in Eq. ~1! ~which effectively normalizesam

QED by ae
QED)

gives
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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am
QED5116 584 705.7~2.9!310211. ~6!

The quoted uncertainty is well below the640310211 ulti-
mate experimental error anticipated from E821 and sho
therefore, play no essential role in the confrontation betw
theory and experiment.

B. Hadronic effects

Beginning atO(a2), hadronic loops contribute toam via
vacuum polarization~see Fig. 1!. A pure QCD calculation of
that effect is currently not possible. Fortunately, it is possi
to evaluate those corrections via the dispersion integral@9#

am
Had~vac. pol.!5

1

4p3E
4mp

2

`

dsK~s!s0~s!e1e2→hadrons,

~7!

where s0(s)e1e2→hadrons means QED vacuum polarizatio
and some other extraneous radiative corrections~e.g. initial
state radiation! have been subtracted from measurede1e2

→ hadrons cross sections, and

K~s!5x2S 12
x2

2 D1~11x!2S 11
1

x2D F ln~11x!2x1
x2

2 G
1

11x

12x
x2 ln x

x5
12A124mm

2 /s

11A124mm
2 /s

. ~8!

Detailed evaluations of Eq.~7! have been carried out b
various authors@10–21#. The most precise published anal
sis to date, by Davier and Ho¨cker @11–13#, found

am
Had~vac. pol.!56924~62!310211. ~9!

It employed experimentale1e2 data, hadronic tau decay
perturbative QCD and sum rules to minimize the uncertai
in that result. The contributions coming from different e
ergy regions are illustrated in Table I.

Table I nicely illustrates that the final result and its unc
tainty are dominated by the low energy region. In fact,
r(770 MeV) resonance region provides the bulk of the to
hadronic contribution toam

Had(vac. pol.).
To reduce the uncertainty in the low-energy regio

Davier and Ho¨cker employed G(t→ntp
2p0)/G(t

FIG. 1. Leading hadronic vacuum polarization corrections
am .
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→ntn̄ee
2) data to supplemente1e2→p1p2 cross sections.

In the I 51 channel they are related by isospin. Current
tau decay data is experimentally more precise and in p
ciple has the advantage of being self-normalizing ift

→ntp
2p0 and t→ntn̄ee are both measured in the sam

experiment.
An issue in the use of tau decay data is the magnitude

isospin violating corrections due to QED and themd2mu
mass difference. A universal short-distance QED correct
@22# of about22% was applied to the hadronic tau dec
data and isospin violating effects such asmp6-mp0 phase
space,r6-r0 differences and effects due tor0-v interfer-
ence have been accounted for. Other uncorrected distinct
are estimated to be about60.5% and are included in the
quoted hadronic uncertainties of Table I.

Although the error assigned to the use of tau decay d
appears reasonable, it has been questioned@23,24#. More re-
cent preliminarye1e2→p1p2 data from Novosibirsk@23#
seem to suggest a potential difference with corrected h
ronic tau decays which could compromise somewhat the
timatedam

Had in Eq. ~9!. It is not clear at this time whether th
difference is due to additional isospin violating corrections
hadronic tau decays, normalization issues@25#, or radiative
corrections toe1e2→ hadrons data which must be a
counted for in any precise comparison@26#. Resolution of
this issue is extremely important.

A more conservative approach would be to ignore the
data and use QCD theory input as little as possible. Such
analysis by Eidelman and Jegerlehner@17# in 1995 found
am

Had(vac. pol.)57024(153)310211. Additional data were
later used by those authors to refine their value
6967(119)310211 @24#. In a further update of that work
Jegerlehner obtained

am
Had~vac. pol.!56974.0~104.5!310211

~Jegerlehner 2001,@27#!. ~10!

Within their quoted errors, Eqs.~9! and ~10! agree but the
central values differ by 50310211 and the error in Eq.~10! is
bigger because in some energy regionss(e1e2→ hadrons!
data have large uncertainties. The sign of the difference
tween Eq.~10! and Eq.~9! may be a little misleading, since
tau data tend to favor a somewhat larger contribution toam

Had

TABLE I. Contributions toam
Had(vac. pol.) from different en-

ergy regions as found by Davier and Ho¨cker @11–13#.

As ~GeV! am
Had(vac. pol.)31011

2mp21.8 6343660
1.823.7 338.764.6
3.7251c(1S,2S) 143.165.4
529.3 68.761.1
9.3212 12.160.5
122` 18.060.1

Total 6924662
4-2
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FIG. 2. One-loop electroweak
radiative corrections toam .
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from ther thane1e2→ hadrons@25#. More aggressive use
of perturbative QCD and sum rules is largely responsible
the difference between central values in Eqs.~9! and ~10!.
Anticipated new results fore1e2→ hadrons at Novosibirsk
~as well as Frascati, Beijing and Cornell! should reduce the
uncertainty in Eq.~10! by at least a factor of 2 without re
quiring tau data or as much dependence on perturba
QCD. It will be interesting to see what happens to its cen
value.

Evaluation of the 3-loop hadronic vacuum polarizati
contribution toam has been updated to@28,19#

Dam
Had~vac. pol.!52100~6!310211. ~11!

Light-by-light hadronic diagrams have been evaluated us
low-energy hadronic models and/or form factors. An avera
@11–13# of two recent detailed studies@29,30# gives

Dam
Had~ light by light!5285~25!310211. ~12!

Adding those contributions to Eqs.~9! leads to the total had
ronic contribution

am
Had56739~67!310211 ~Davier and Ho¨cker, 1998!

~13!

which we will subsequently use in comparison of theory a
experiment. However, we note that a more conservative
proach might employ a larger uncertainty such as found
ing Jegerlehner’s~mainly data driven! unpublished result in
Eq. ~10!,

am
Had56789~108!310211

~Jegerlehner 2001!. ~14!

At the very least, one should be mindful of the differen
between the two and the need to further justify the use of
decay data and low-energy perturbative QCD. The uncert
ties in those results represent the main theoretical erro
am

SM. It would be very valuable to supplement the abo
evaluation ofam

Had with lattice calculations~for the light-by-
light contribution! and further improvede1e2 data~beyond
ongoing experiments!. An ultimate goal of640310211 or
smaller appears to be within reach and is well matched to
prospectus of experiment E821 at Brookhaven which a
for a similar level of accuracy.
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C. Electroweak effects

At the one-loop level, standard model electroweak rad
tive corrections toam ~see Fig. 2! are predicted to be@31–37#

am
EW~1 loop!5

5

3

Gmmm
2

8A2p2 F11
1

5
~124 sin2uW!21OS mm

2

M2D G
'195310211 ~15!

whereGm51.16637(1)31025 GeV22, sin2uW[12MW
2 /MZ

2

.0.223, andM5MW or MHiggs. The original goal of E821
was to measure that predicted effect at about the 5 sig
level. Subsequently, it was pointed out@38# that two-loop
electroweak contributions are relatively large due to the pr
ence of lnmZ

2/mm
2.13.5 terms. A full two-loop calculation

@39,40#, including low-energy hadronic electroweak loop
@41,40#, found, formH.150 GeV,

am
EW~2 loop!5243~4!310211, ~16!

where the quoted error is a conservative estimate of hadr
electroweak loop, Higgs boson mass, and higher-order
certainties. Combining Eqs.~15! and ~16! gives the current
electroweak contribution

am
EW5152~4!310211. ~17!

Higher-order leading logarithms of the form (a ln mZ
2/mm

2)n,
n52,3, . . . , can becomputed via renormalization grou
techniques@42#. As a result of cancellations between the ru
ning of a and anomalous dimension effects, they give a re
tively small 10.5310211 contribution toam

EW which is in-
cluded in the uncertainty of Eq.~17!.

D. Comparison between theory and experiment

The complete standard model prediction foram is given
by

am
SM5am

QED1am
Had1am

EW. ~18!

Combining Eqs.~6!, ~13! and ~17! leads to

am
SM5116 591 597~67!310211 ~19!

or, using Eq.~6!, along with the more conservative Eqs.~14!
and ~17!, am

SM5116 591 647(108)310211. Comparing Eq.
~19! with the current experimental average in Eq.~4! gives

am
expt2am

SM54266165310211. ~20!
4-3
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The implied roughly 2.6s difference is very exciting. It may
be an indicator or harbinger of contributions from ‘‘ne
physics’’ beyond the standard model. At 90% C.L., one fin

215310211<am~new physics!<637310211, ~21!

which suggests a relatively large ‘‘new physics’’ effect, ev
larger than the predicted electroweak contribution, may
appearing. As we show in the next section, several real
examples of ‘‘new physics’’ could quite easily lead
am(new physics);O(426310211) and might be responsibl
for the apparent deviation. If that is the case, the differe
in Eq. ~20! should increase to a 6 ormore sigma effect as
E821 is completed and the hadronic uncertainties inam

SM are
further reduced. Note, however, that the more conserva
but less precise estimate in Eq.~14! leads to a smaller devia
tion of about 2 sigma due to the larger theory uncertainty
shift by 150310211 in am

Had. Use of any of the more recen
@43# up-to-date studies ofam

Had will yield similar disagree-
ment between experiment and theory at about the 2–
sigma level. So the deviation appears real, but not yet st
tically compelling.

III. ‘‘NEW PHYSICS’’ CONTRIBUTIONS

Since the anomalous magnetic moment comes from a
mension 5 operator, ‘‘new physics’’~i.e. beyond the standar
model expectations! will contribute toam via induced quan-
tum loop effects~rather than the tree level!. Whenever a new
model or standard model extension is proposed, such eff
are computed andam

expt2am
SM is often employed to constrai

or rule it out.
In this section we discuss examples of interesting ‘‘n

physics’’ probed byam
expt2am

SM. Rather than attempting to b
inclusive, we concentrate primarily on two general scenar
~1! Supersymmetric loop effects which can be substan
and would be heralded as the most likely explanation if
deviation inam

expt is confirmed and~2! models of radiative
muon mass generation which generically pred
am(new physics);mm

2 /M2 where M is the scale of ‘‘new
physics.’’ Either case is capable of explaining the appar
deviation inam

expt2am
SM exhibited in Eq.~20!. Several other

examples of potential ‘‘new physics’’ contributions toam are
only briefly discussed.

A. Supersymmetry

The supersymmetric contributions toam stem from
smuon-neutralino and sneutrino-chargino loops~see Fig. 3!.

FIG. 3. Supersymmetric loops contributing to the muon anom
lous magnetic moment.
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They include 2 chargino and 4 neutralino states and coul
principle entail 3 generation slepton mixing and compl
phases. Depending on the supersymmetry~SUSY! masses,
mixing and other parameters, the resulting contribution
am

SUSY can span a broad range of possibilities. Studies h
been carried out for a variety of models where the parame
are constrained or specified. Here we give a generic dis
sion primarily intended to illustrate the strong likelihood th
evidence for supersymmetry can be inferred fromam

expt and
may in fact be the natural explanation for the deviation fro
SM theory reported by E821.

Extensive studies of the supersymmetric contributio
am

SUSY have been carried out@44–46#. An important observa-
tion was made in@45#, namely that some of the contribution
are enhanced by the ratio of Higgs’ vacuum expectation v
ues, tanb[^F2&/^F1&, which in some models is large~in
some cases of ordermt /mb'40). For large tanb, the domi-
nant contribution is generally due to the chargino-sneutr
diagram~Fig. 3a! and approximately given~in the large tanb
limit ! by

uam
SUSYu.

a~MZ!

8p sin2uW

mm
2

m̃2
tanbS 12

4a

p
ln

m̃

mm
D , ~22!

where m̃5mSUSY represents a typical SUSY loop mas
~Chargino and sneutrino masses are actually assumed de
erate in that expression@46#; otherwise,m̃ is approximately
the heavier mass scale.! Also, we have included a 7–8 %
suppression factor due to leading 2-loop EW effects. L
most ‘‘new physics’’ effects, SUSY loops contribute direct
to the dimension 5 magnetic dipole operator. In that ca
they are subject to the same EW suppression factor as thW
loop contribution toam

EW. From the calculation in Refs
@39,42#, one finds a leading logarithmic suppression facto

12
4a

p
ln

M

mm
~23!

whereM is the characteristic ‘‘new physics’’ scale. ForM
;200 GeV, that factor corresponds to about a 7% reduct

Numerically, one expects, in the large tanb regime~after
a small negative contribution from Fig. 3b is included, aga
assuming degenerate masses!,

am
SUSY.~sgnm!3130310211S 100 GeV

m̃
D 2

tanb,

~24!

wheream
SUSY generally has the same sign as them parameter

(sgnm) in SUSY models.
Rather than focusing on a specific model, we simply e

ploy for illustration the large tanb approximate formula in
Eq. ~24! with degenerate SUSY masses and the current c
straint in Eq.~20!. Then we find@for positive sgn(m)], from
comparison with Eq.~20!,

-

4-4
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tanbS 100 GeV

m̃
D 2

.3.361.3 ~25!

or

m̃.~5528
116 GeV!Atanb, sgnm511. ~26!

~Of course, in specific models with non-degenerate gaug
and sleptons, a more detailed analysis is required, but
we only want to illustrate roughly the scale of supersymm
try being probed.! Negativem models give the opposite sig
contribution to am than the apparent deviation and a
strongly disfavored. The muon anomalous magnetic mom
measurement may have effectively eliminated half~i.e.
sgnm521) of all SUSY models.

For large tanb in the range 4–40, where the approxima
results given above should be valid, one finds~assumingm̃
.100 GeV from other experimental constraints!

m̃.100–450 GeV, ~27!

precisely the range where SUSY particles are often expec
Note also that tanb*3 is currently favored in SUSY model
because of the failure of CERNe1e2 collider LEP II to find
the Higgs boson and the implied boundmH*113 GeV. If
supersymmetry in the mass range of Eq.~27! with relatively
large tanb is responsible for the apparentam

expt2am
SM differ-

ence, it will have many dramatic consequences. Besides
panding the known symmetries of nature and our fundam
tal notion of space-time, it will impact other new explorato
experiments. Indeed, form̃.100–450 GeV, one can expe
a plethora of new SUSY particles to be discovered so
either at the Fermilab 2 TeVpp̄ collider or certainly at the
Large Hadron Collider~LHC! 14 TeV pp collider which is
expected to start running in 2006.

Large tanb supersymmetry can also have other intere
ing loop–induced low energy consequences beyondam . For
example, it can affectb→sg. For sgnm511 as suggested
by gm22, destructive interference SUSY effects should le
to G(b→sg) below the SM prediction@47#. Confirmation of
such a reduction in theb→sg decay rate would significantly
reinforce the hint of SUSY ingm22. Even for the muon,
‘‘new physics’’ in am is likely to suggest potentially observ
able m→eg, m2N→e2N and a muon electric dipole mo
ment ~EDM!, depending on the degree of flavor mixing a
CP violating phases. Searches for these phenomena are
entering an exciting era, with a new generation of expe
ments being proposed or constructed. The decaym→eg will
be searched for with 2310214 single event sensitivity~SES!
at the Paul Scherrer Institute@48#. The MECO experiment a
BNL @49# will search for the muon-electron conversio
m2Al→e2Al, with 2310217 SES. A proposal is also bein
made@50# to search for the muon’s electric dipole mome
with sensitivity of about 10224 e cm at the BNL muon stor-
age ring. Certainly, the hint of supersymmetry suggested
am

expt will provide strong additional motivation to extend suc
studies both theoretically and experimentally.
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B. Radiative muon mass scenarios

The relatively light masses of the muon and most ot
known fundamental fermions might suggest that they are
diatively loop induced by ‘‘new physics’’ beyond the sta
dard model. Although no compelling model exists, the co
cept is very attractive as a natural scenario for explaining
flavor mass hierarchy, i.e. why most fermion masses are
much smaller than the electroweak scale;250 GeV.

The basic idea is to start off with a naturally zero ba
fermion mass due to an underlying chiral symmetry. T
symmetry is broken in the fermion 2-point function by qua
tum loop effects. They lead to a finite calculable mass wh
depends on the mass scales, coupling strengths and dyna
of the underlying symmetry breaking mechanism. In suc
scenario, one generically expects, for the muon mass,

mm}
g2

16p2 MF , ~28!

whereg is some new interaction coupling strength andMF
;100–1000 GeV is a heavy scale associated with ch
symmetry breaking and perhaps electroweak symm
breaking. Of course, there may be additional suppression
tors at work in Eq.~28! that keep the muon mass small.

Whatever source of chiral symmetry breaking is resp
sible for generating the muon’s mass will also give rise
non–standard model contributions inam . Indeed, fermion
masses and anomalous magnetic moments are intima
connected chiral symmetry breaking operators. Remarka
in such radiative scenarios, the additional contribution toam
is quite generally given by@51,52#

am~new physics!.C
mm

2

M2 , C.O~1!, ~29!

whereM is some physical high mass scale associated w
the ‘‘new physics’’ andC is a model-dependent numbe
roughly of order 1~it can even be larger!. M need not be the
same scale asMF in Eq. ~28!. In fact, M is usually a some-
what larger gauge or scalar boson mass responsible for
diating the chiral symmetry breaking interaction. The res
in Eq. ~29! is remarkably simple in that it is largely indepen
dent of coupling strengths, dynamics, etc. Furthermo
rather than exhibiting the usualg2/16p2 loop suppression
factor, am(new physics) is related tomm

2 /M2 by a ~model
dependent! constant,C, roughly ofO(1).

1. Toy model

To demonstrate how the relationship in Eq.~29! arises,
we first consider a simple toy model example@52# for muon
mass generation which is graphically depicted in Fig. 4.

If the muon is massless in lowest order~i.e. no baremm
0 is

possible due to a symmetry!, but couples to a heavy fermio
F via scalar,S, and pseudoscalar,P, bosons with couplingsg
andgg5 respectively, then the diagrams give rise to
4-5
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mm.
g2

16p2 MFS MS
2

MS
22MF

2 ln
MS

2

MF
22

M P
2

M P
2 2MF

2 ln
M P

2

MF
2 D

~30!

→ g2

16p2 MFlnS MS
2

M P
2 D ~MS,P@MF!. ~31!

Note that short-distance ultraviolet divergences have c
celed~as they must since there is no mass counterterm! and
the induced mass vanishes in the chirally symmetric li
MS5M P . If we attach a photon to the heavy internal fe
mion, F, or bosonSor P ~assumed to carry fractionsQF and
12QF of the muon charge, respectively!, then a new contri-
bution toam is also induced~see Fig. 5!. One obtains

am~new physics!5
g2

16p2 $QF@ f N~M P!2 f N~MS!#

1~12QF!@ f C~M P!2 f C~MS!#%,

~32!

with

f N~MX!5
mmMF

~MX
22MF

2 !3

3S 3MX
41MF

424MX
2MF

222MX
4 ln

MX
2

MF
2 D ,

~33!

f C~MX!5
mmMF

~MX
22MF

2 !3S MX
42MF

422MF
2MX

2 ln
MX

2

MF
2 D .

~34!

In the limit MS,P@MF andQF51, one finds@52#

FIG. 4. Example of a pair of one-loop diagrams which can
duce a finite radiative muon mass.

FIG. 5. Potential diagrams that can contribute to the anoma
magnetic moment in radiative muon mass models.
01301
n-

it

am~new physics!.
g2

8p2

mmMF

M P
2 S M P

2

MS
2 ln

MS
2

MF
2 2 ln

M P
2

MF
2 D ,

~35!

while for QF50

am~new physics!.
g2

8p2

mmMF

M P
2 S 12

M P
2

MS
2 D . ~36!

The induced am(new physics) also vanishes in theMS
5M P chiral symmetry limit. Interestingly,am(new physics)
exhibits a linear rather than quadratic dependence onmm at
this point.

Although Eqs.~31! and ~35! both depend on unknown
parameters such asg andMF , those quantities largely cance
when we combine both expressions. One finds

am~new physics!.C
mm

2

M P
2 ,

C52F12S 12
M P

2

MS
2 D ln

MS
2

MF
2Y ln

MS
2

M P
2 G

~for QF51)

C5S 12
M P

2

MS
2 D Y ln

MS
2

M P
2 ~for QF50),

~37!

whereC is very roughlyO(1). It canactually span a broad
range and take on either sign, depending on theMS /M P ratio
and QF . A loop producedam(new physics) effect tha
started out atO(g2/16p2) has effectively been promoted t
O(1) by absorbing the couplings andMF factor into mm .
Along the way, the linear dependence onmm has been re-
placed by a more natural quadratic dependence, such
am(new physics)/mm vanishes asmm→0 as one would more
naturally expect.

2. Dynamical mass generation

An alternative prescription for radiatively generating fe
mion masses involves new strong dynamics, e.g. exten
technicolor. In such scenarios, technifermions acquire,
new strong dynamics, dynamical self-energies

SF~p!.mFS L2

L22p2D 12g/2

, ~38!

where 0,g,2 is an anomalous dimension,mF
.O(300 GeV), andL is the new strong interaction sca
;O(1 TeV).

Ordinary fermions such as the muon can receive loop
duced masses via the diagram in Fig. 6.

The extended gauge bosonXm links m andF via the non-
chiral coupling

ggmS a
12g5

2
1b

11g5

2 D ~39!

-
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and gives rise to a mass@51,52#

mm.
g2ab

4p2 mFS L

mXm
D 22g

GS g

2DGS 12
g

2D , ~40!

whereG(x) is the gamma function. Notice the short-distan
ultraviolet divergence atg52 which corresponds to a non
dynamicalmF scenario.

If we attach a photon to the internal fermion line in Fig.
~assumed here for illustration to have charge21), an
anomalous magnetic moment contribution is induced. O
finds

am~new dynamics!

.
g2ab

2p2

mmmF

mXm

2 S L

mXm
D 22g GS 22

g

2DGS g

2D
11

g

2

.

~41!

Again we see only a linear dependence onmm . However,
when Eqs.~40! and ~41! are combined, one finds@51#

am~new dynamics!.2S 22g

21g D mm
2

mXm

2
, ~42!

i.e. the generic resultO(1)mm
2 /M2 where M is the ‘‘new

physics’’ scale ~here the extended-techniboson ma!
emerges.

A similar relationship,am(new physics).Cmm
2 /M2, can

be found in more realistic multi-Higgs-boson models@53#,
SUSY with soft masses@54#, etc. It is also a natural expec
tation in composite models@55–57# as well as some model
with large extra dimensions@58,59# or chiral violating lepto-
quark interactions, although studies of such cases have
necessarily made that connection. Basically, the requirem
thatmm remain relatively small in the presence of new chi
symmetry breaking interactions forcesam(new physics) to
effectively exhibit a quadraticmm

2 dependence.
For models of the above variety, whe

uam(new physics)u.mm
2 /M2, the current constraint in Eq

~21! suggests~very roughly! that they can accommodate th
deviation inam

expt if

M.1 –2 TeV. ~43!

FIG. 6. Extended technicolor-like diagram responsible for g
erating the muon mass.
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Of course, for a specific model, one must check that the s
of the inducedam

NP is in accord with experiment~i.e. it
should be positive!.

Such a scale of ‘‘new physics’’ could be quite natural
multi-Higgs-boson radiative mass and soft SUSY mass s
narios as well as some leptoquark models. It would appea
be somewhat low for dynamical symmetry breaking, co
positeness and perhaps extra dimension models; howe
confirmation of anam

expt deviation will certainly lead to all
possibilities being revisited.

C. Other ‘‘new physics’’ examples

1. Anomalous W boson properties

AnomalousW boson magnetic dipole and electric qua
rupole moments can also lead to a deviation inam from SM
expectations. We generalize thegWWcoupling such that the
W boson magnetic dipole moment is given by

mW5
e

2mW
~11k1l! ~44!

and electric quadrupole moment by

QW52
e

2mW
~k2l! ~45!

wherek51 andl50 in the standard model, i.e. the gyro
magnetic ratiogW5k1152. For non-standard couplings
one obtains the additional one loop contribution toam given
by @60–64#

am~k,l!.
Gmmm

2

4A2p2 F ~k21!ln
L2

mW
2 2

1

3
lG , ~46!

where L is the high momentum cutoff required to give
finite result. It presumably corresponds to the onset of ‘‘n
physics’’ such as theW compositeness scale or new stro
dynamics. Higher order electroweak loop effects reduce
contribution by roughly the suppression in Eq.~23!, i.e.
;9%.

For L.1 TeV, the deviation in Eq.~20! corresponds to

k2150.3760.14. ~47!

Such a large deviation from standard model expectationk
51, is already ruled out bye1e2→W1W2 data at LEP II
which gives@65,66#

k2150.0460.08 ~LEP II!. ~48!

One could reduce the requirement in Eq.~47! somewhat by
assuming a much largerL cutoff in Eq. ~46!. However, it is
generally felt thatk21 and L should be inversely corre
lated. For examplek21;mW /L or (mW /L)2. So the rather
substantialk21 needed to accommodateam

expt would argue
against a much largerL. Similarly, the large value of the
anomalousW electric quadrupole momentl.26 needed to
reconcileam

expt2am
SM is also ruled out by collider data~which

-
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implies ulu&0.1). Hence, it appears that anomalousW boson
properties cannot be the primary source of the discrepanc
am

expt.

2. New gauge bosons

The local SU(3)C3SU(2)L3U(1)Y symmetry of the
standard model can be easily expanded to a larger ga
group with additional charged and neutral gauge boso
Here, we consider effects due to a chargedWR

6 which
couples to right-handed charged currents in generic left-r
symmetric models and a neutral gauge boson,Z8, which can
naturally arise in higher rank grand unified theory~GUT!
models such asSO(10) or E6. A general analysis of one
loop contributions toam from extra gauge bosons has be
carried out by Leveille@67# and the specific examples con
sidered here were illustrated in@68#. We will only discuss the
likelihood of such bosons being the source of the appa
am

expt2am
SM discrepancy.

For the case of aWR coupled tomR and a~very light! nR
with gauge couplinggR , one finds

am~WR!.~390310211!
gR

2

g2
2

mW
2

mWR

2
, ~49!

whereg2 is the usualSU(2)L gauge coupling. To accommo
date the discrepancy in Eq.~20! requires mWR

.mW

580.4 GeV forgR.g2, which is clearly ruled out by direc
searches and precision measurements which givemWR

*715 GeV. Hence,WR
6 is not a viable candidate for ex

plaining theam
expt discrepancy.

In the case of aZ8 boson with diagonalm̄m couplings
described by the Lagrangian

L52A3

8
g2tanuW Za8 ~QRm̄RgamR1QLm̄LgamL!

~50!

~where the normalization is based on GUT models!, one
finds @68#

am~Z8!5
Gmmm

2

4A2p2
sin2uW

mZ
2

mZ8
2 ~3QLQR2QL

22QR
2 !

.~54310211!
mZ

2

mZ8
2 ~3QLQR2QL

22QR
2 !.

~51!

For SO(10) models,Z85Zx , QL
x53QR

x51, one finds

am~Zx!.26310211S mZ
2

mZ8
2 D . ~52!

The contribution is very small and negative. Collider co
straints,mZx

*600 GeV, imply that the potential effect i
Eq. ~52! is completely unobservable.
01301
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To make aZ8 contribution toam(Z8) maximally positive,
one should haveQL5QR , i.e. vector-like interactions. Even
then, one would require very strong couplingQL,R or a rela-
tively light Z8 to generate an appreciable contribution
am(Z8). In such a vector-like coupling scenario theZ8 does
not violate parity and one might be able to avoid low ener
constraints onZ8 bosons from atomic parity violation an
polarized scattering~applicable if e2m universality is as-
sumed!. However, an effort to explainam

expt with such a
strongly coupled lightZ8 appears contrived and not particu
larly well motivated.

An exception to the small effects from gauge bosons
lustrated above is provided by non-chiral coupled bos
which connectm and a heavy fermionF. In those cases
Dam.(g2/16p2)mmmF /M2, where M is the gauge boson
mass. However, loop effects then givedmm;g2mF ~see the
discussion in Sec. III B! and we have argued that in suc
scenariosDam should actually turn out to be;mm

2 /M2. As
previously pointed out in Eq.~43!, am

expt2am
SM then corre-

sponds toM;1 –2 TeV. Such a scenario, if made cons
tent, would be similar to extended technicolor efforts to e
plain light fermion mass generation.

Many other examples of ‘‘new physics’’ contributions t
am have been considered in the literature. General analy
in terms of effective interactions were presented in@69,70#.
Specific other considerations include effects due to mu
compositeness@57#, extra Higgs@71# bosons, leptoquarks
@72–75#, bileptons @76#, 2-loop pseudoscalar effects@77#,
compact extra dimensions@78,79#, etc. Given the provoca
tive hint of a deviation in experiment from theory, all wi
certainly be revisited.

IV. OUTLOOK

After many years of experimental and theoretical to
studies of the muon anomalous magnetic moment have
tered an exciting new phase. Experiment E821
Brookhaven has reported a 2.6 sigma difference betw
am

expt and the standard model prediction,am
SM. That difference

could be a strong hint of supersymmetry in roughly t
tanb.4, mSUSY.100 GeV2tanb.40, mSUSY.450 GeV
region or perhaps an indication of radiative muon mass g
eration from ‘‘new physics’’ in the 1–2 TeV range. Eithe
case represents an exciting prospect with interesting impl
tions for future experiments.

Of course, before the assertion of ‘‘new physics’’ can
taken seriously, the values ofam

expt andam
SM should be further

scrutinized and refined. In that regard, it is fortunate t
ongoing analysis of existingm1 data should reduce the un
certainty inam

expt by about another factor of 2.5 and simila
statistical accuracy is expected from ongoingm2 studies,
which will further reduce the uncertainty or can be used
test CPT @80#. In addition, ongoing analysis ofe1e2

→p1p2 data in ther resonance region and future expe
mental studies at higher energy should significantly red
4-8
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the uncertainty inam
SM and enhance its credibility. Should

significant difference between theory and experiment per
after these improvements, it will rightfully be heralded as
harbinger of ‘‘new physics.’’ We look forward to the antic
pated confrontation.
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